
December is the month of giving, sharing and reaching out to our friends and families. That is why this 
is the perfect opportunity to introduce Healthy, Wealthy and Wise, a quarterly newsletter for those of us 
who are part of the “Sandwich Generation”, people who are taking care of their children and their 
parents, or who may be in the near future.  


What does being part of the Sandwich generation mean? It means we may still be working to provide 
for our own families and provide ourselves with a secure retirement as well. In addition, we may have 
college age children to pay for as we approach retirement.


Add caregiving to these issues and we find life can be financially and emotionally stressful, as well as 
physically debilitating. This is personal for me because I am also a member of the Sandwich Generation 
and I face the same challenges you do. I am a father, son, husband, financial planner and I was a 
caregiver.


Healthy, Wealthy and Wise is dedicated to adult children with families of their own who do not have the 
time to manage their aging parents’ retirement. It will offer practical, doable and commonsense advice 
on:


• Understanding the reality and myriad challenges of living in today’s retirement 
• Tips for managing your and your parent’s retirement  
• Getting the most from Medicare & Social Security 
• Planning and paying for college  
•  Insurance planning and care costs 
• Estate planning and planning for incapacity  
• Legacy planning for the generations  
•  Help and resources for the overwhelmed care giver 

I hope you will use this newsletter as a resource to help you make informed, thoughtful decisions about 
your own financial lives and caregiving responsibilities.  Because I am that financial planner, son, and 
father, I see and live both sides, the financial and the human. I trust my expertise will benefit you as 
well. That’s why I am sharing my family’s story.


The Sandwich Generation: 
It’s Personal 

“Life is an exciting business, and most exciting when it is lived for others. ”Helen Keller
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As We Were Growing Up, She Was Growing 
Older 

None of us like to think of our parents growing older, but they do 
and so do we. But until you are confronted with the limitations that 
age puts on parents, it is much easier to pretend that everything 
will remain the same.  My mother Mary Ann Roe was dedicated to 
helping others. She was a divorced mother of four and in her 
younger years she worked tirelessly as a community volunteer.  
She then spent twenty-years as a Social Worker for Durham’s 
Child Protective Services and retired at age sixty-five


In 2007, when she was seventy, my mother was diagnosed with 
the early stages of Alzheimer’s disease.  


I don’t think many of us think about parenting our parents or 
managing their financial lives, but for millions of us that will be the 
reality. Since I was the adult child who lived close by, I did not see 
the signs of her disease in my frequent visits. They were masked 
by her being in a home she had lived in for 40 years. My sisters 
were the ones who noticed something was wrong when they came 
to visit. That is when we got the medical profession involved and 
began the next chapter of my mother’s life.


Caring For An Aging Parent 
When my mother was diagnosed, I had been a financial planner with Potter Financial Group for fifteen 
years. My daughters were ages nine and eleven, and my wife at the time was a hospital radiological 
technician who worked weekends. I became responsible for managing my mother’s financial affairs as 
well as all my clients’ financial plans, while continuing to build my business. On the weekends, because 
that is when my wife worked, I cared for our children and managed their sports, playdates and other 
activities. 

 

What I Did

 

I knew that we had to act quickly as a family to come to some decisions, we needed to discuss Mom’s 
wishes and needs and since she still wanted to live at home we needed to assess her living 
arrangements.  This included her safety at home, managing her doctors’ visits and transportation, and 
hiring caregivers.


I was lucky that one of my sisters was a social worker and was able to help investigate and arrange for 
the resources we were going to need. Since I was the one who lived close by and since I was a financial 
planner I focused on what I knew best – the financial arrangements including:


• Managing my mother’s financial and estate planning 
• Organizing her financial and medical affairs 
• Making sure all medical directives were up-to-date 
• Using our firm’s secure web portal to keep all documents and information easily and safely 

available to my sisters 

Chip, his mother and his daughters

Being A Caregiver:  It’s Very Personal



Continued from pg. 2. On Being A Caregiver. 


Within months we were experiencing the financial crash of 2008 and my work for clients became even 
more intense.  As the demands of my mother, my family and my work increased, I fooled myself into 
thinking I could manage it all.  But caregiving took a toll and my health had deteriorated.  I suddenly 
realized I needed to take care of myself because if something happened to me, what would happen to 
my mother, my children and my clients? I was fortunate to find meditation and yoga to help me reclaim 
my health and wellness. 


The Cost of Care 
We read and hear all the time about the health costs of living longer. As a financial planner I help clients 
address the risk of a long term care event. But until you need long-term care for a parent, it really 
doesn’t hit home. The costs of my mother’s care progressed with her illness. Home health care started at 
about $2000 per month and the in-patient facilities reached $9000 per month before her death in 2016.  
Fortunately a long-term care policy prevented her from losing all her assets.  


The costs can be staggering and the alternative is having a relative become the primary caretaker. My 
sisters and I decided it was best to allow mom to live at home with supervision, for as long as she was 
safe. But there are costs there as well if someone has to give up working to do it. I realized that I had the 
experience to help my clients navigate this challenge for themselves, if not their parents. 


I learned some important lessons in those years about taking care of 
aging parents and I want to share them with you. 

Start the conversation early:  

The holidays can be a great time to talk to parents as they reflect and comment on how 
everyone is getting older. Introduce the conversation by saying, “You know I’ve been worrying 
about something. If something happened to you or dad, I would be completely lost as to how I 
could help.”


Form a team:  

No one can go through caregiving alone. Make sure that siblings and other family members or 
friends are included early to help share the load. Meet with your parents’ advisors to help you 
organize their financial affairs.


Take care of yourself:  

Just like when flying, always remember to put your oxygen mask on first before helping others.  
Make sure you exercise and find ways to take care of yourself. Meditation worked wonders for 
me.


You are not alone:   
There will be times when emotionally you may feel burdened and alone. But you’re not. Keep 
lines of communication open with your family and work colleagues. Participate in local 
caregiving support groups and speak with counselors or faith leaders as needed. 


The topic of caregiving is important and personal to me. Because of this experience I feel I’ve 
become a better person and have the knowledge to help other caregivers. As a financial 
planner and a son, father and husband, I see the many sides, issues, situations, problems and 
the joy of caring for loved ones.  
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A Social Security & Medicare Cost of Living Update 

2019 will see a 2.8% cost of living increase in 

Social Security benefits.  


But depending on your income your 

Medicare premiums may also go up.  


Here are some important numbers to be aware of.


2019 Medicare Part B premiums:


     Joint tax returns < $170k income	 $135.50/mo.

     Joint tax returns to $214k income	 $189.60/mo.

     Joint tax returns to $267k income	 $270.90/mo.

     Joint tax returns to $320k income	 $352.20/mo.

     Joint tax returns to $750k income	 $433.40/mo.


2019 inpatient hospital deductible	 $1,364

2019 daily coinsurance 60 to 90 days $341/day


Protecting Your Parents from Financial Abuse: 
Policies and Procedures are Vital 

Financial exploitation of the elderly is on the rise and the statistics are sobering. On average elders lose 
$37 billion per year from financial exploitation and scams. It’s important that your parents’ advisors are on 
top of possible scams.


My firm, The Potter Financial Group has responded to this growing threat by putting in place policies and 
procedures designed to help families with seniors. 

  
• Every client needs a trusted contact – We ask every client to appoint or update a trusted contact with 

whom we can share information. We also share any concerns about possible signs of dementia.  This 
trusted contact could be a friend or family member but cannot move money.


• We increased the frequency of our contacts so that we have a better idea of what’s going on in our 
senior clients’ lives.


• We encourage adult children to be aware of their parents online activity and remind them to 
change their email and bank passwords frequently.


• We encourage adult children to use our wealth management portal where they can view all of their 
parents’ bank, credit card or investment transaction activity with one single sign on.


•  We immediately notify Commonwealth Financial of any suspicious activity 
•  We will not accept any email withdrawal requests until we have spoken with our client first. 

• If we suspect that one of our clients may become a victim of fraud we can prevent a distribution 

until further analysis

 

For elderly parents living alone frequent communication with friends, family and community members 
(clergy, doctors, etc.) is so important. Helping them maintain a strong support group that combats 
isolation is a strong defense against them becoming the victim of financial fraud.


Please share this newsletter with friends and colleagues who may be interested in this information.  
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